Authors: list all when there are up to six; first three followed by “et al” in the case of more than six authors

Journal titles: Italicized and abbreviated according to Index Medicus

What journal article references SHOULD look like:


What journal article references look like using the default EndNote Chest output style before edits:


Output Style Edits Needed:

Bibliography > Templates:
- Add period at end of reference
- Italicize journal title
- Add period to end of journal title abbreviation
- Remove space after semicolon and before volume #
- Issues are not displaying; add Issue field after Volume field (have to add Forced Separation bar so that beginning parenthesis will not display when there is no Issue)
- These Journal Article style template edits are in red below:


Bibliography > Layout:
- Add period after references numbers

Word > Bibliography > Layout (for Format Bibliography on Macs)
- Remove hanging indent